STRETCH FILM EVALUATION
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STEPS, IN ORDER:
1.

Explain to the operator or others what you will do during the evaluation.

2.

 efore testing film on the stretch wrapper, note the condition of the wrapper. (i.e. nicks in rollers, missing or bent
B
rollers, cuts in rubber pre-stretch rollers, proper threading pattern)

3.

Record all settings on the machine. (Ensures consistency)

4.

Measure the pallet dimensions. (Example 42 x 48 x 56)

5.

Wrap with their film first and benchmark settings.

6.

 ut the 10 inch roller marker on the film roll as it is dispensing film (if not possible, you can calculate stretch percentP
age based on pallet width and length, number of wraps, and ounces used - use this formula: (Length“ X 2)+(Width” X
2) X Total Wraps ÷ 12 ÷ roll footage X roll weight X 16 ÷ Ounces Used - 1 X 100% = Stretch % On Pallet).

7.

Count top, bottom wraps and total revolutions.

8.

Measure the % stretch on the load and record.

9.

Note any film failures verbally to those at the film evaluation. (Corner punctures etc.)

10. Measure the force to load. Have user read the numbers.
11. W
 eigh the film with ounce scale and have user read the scale.Change the film and wrap with IPG film and follow the
same process and with same settings.
12. Take the same measurements and observations, then record data.
13. Change settings as needed and wrap again. Could include one or all of the changes below:
-

roll carriage speed
force to load settings
turn table speed
top and/or bottom wraps
prestretch gears
distance the film goes over the top of the load

14. Demonstrate an acceptable unitized load and explain recommendations. Record data.
15. Ask for the number of pallets wrapped per day and the number of production days per week or month.
16. Calculate costs and “break even” amounts.
17. Quote the film and ask for the order.
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WHERE AND HOW TO MEASURE FORCE-TO-LOAD
(Measurement locations may vary from rep to rep but be consistent)

PALLET OUTLINE
10in

2.	Measure 10 inches down from
that point.

10in

X

1.	Measure 10 inches over from
right to left of pallet on top
edge.

3in

O

X = SCALE
O = TAPE
Pull scale out parallel to
the floor until the tape
measure reads 3 inches.
Read the pounds of force
on the scale.

3.	Mark that spot with an X. Place
plate/disk under all film layers
and then attach the scale to the
disk.
4.	Measure 3 inches over to the
right of the X.
5.	Mark that spot with an O. Cut
slice through all film layers and
put the tape measure against
the load.
6. Pull the film out 3 inches.

Measure on the long side of the pallet because that is where there is the least amount
of force. If the load will shift it will shift there.
Other measuring methods are used with variances in:
1. Side of pallet tested
2. Placement of test point 10” X 10” vs. 12” x 12” vs. 18” x 10”
3. Size of disk or different holding force equipment
4. How far you pull on the film (ex. 3” vs. 4” vs. 5”)
5. Be sure end user knows that the different methods or equipment can yield different results for
comparison

Always measure at the same point from pallet to pallet and User to User.

Scan for more info or visit itape.com/stretch

